
In this lecture we focus on how wind profiles vary over canopies of different heights 
and roughnesses. We also explore the effect of thermal stratification on wind 
profiles
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With tall vegetation we have to introduce a zero plane displacement, a lifting of the 
log profile with respect to the mean height in a tall canopy where momentum is 
absorbed.  This makes the wind gradient steeper and the surface rougher, causing it 
to experience greater u* values for the same wind speed at a reference height. This 
cartoon provides an illustration of important concepts to be extracted from this 
lecture.
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Here is the derivation of the log profile with a zero plane displacement, It shows how 
the zero plane displacement gets incorporated into the log wind law.
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See how different roughness lengths and d values yield a rougher canopy and 
greater u* all with the same wind speed aloft.  So more shear promotes greater u*
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Simple definition of zero plane displacement.
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Good and useful rules of thumb
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Examples of data
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Real canopies have a distribution of LAI that will alter d and zo in a systematic way
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Model work by Shaw showed the deviation between the rule of thumb with different 
lai and distribution of lai
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Zo is a non linear function of lai. Low lai, sparse canopy, low zo.  Medium lai, 
roughest. High LAI, smooth again
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Other simple models to put structure and function into wind profile calculations. Too 
often ignored in climate models. Here L is leaf area index and a is a model 
parameter fit to the data.
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Phenology can cause seasonality in wind profiles

Sonnentag, O., M. Detto, R. Vargas, Y. Ryu, B. R. K. Runkle, M. Kelly, and D. D. 
Baldocchi. 2011. Tracking the structural and functional development of a perennial 
pepperweed (Lepidium latifolium L.) infestation using a multi-year archive of 
webcam imagery and eddy covariance measurements. Agricultural and Forest 
Meteorology 151:916-926.
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One of the lessons is to think about wind profiles with changes in forest cover
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Comparison of u* vs U over a rough jack pine forest and an alfalfa field is a good 
case study for how deforestation may affect wind fields. Notice that at the same 
wind velocities u* is almost 3x greater over the jack pine than alfalfa (1.2 vs 0.4 m/s) 
Yet, maximum wind velocities are much greater over the alfalfa (8 vs 5 m/s)
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You should be able to apply first principles and tell us how the wind varies over a 
forest vs smoother and shorter vegetation
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What happens to wind if you remove vegetation??
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Real data testing the ideas.. Here it is clear that u* is greater over the forest than 
the grass, a site less than 2 km away and experiencing the same regional wind 
speeds.
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Next we will study how thermal stratification affects wind profiles.  The effect is 
profound, as you can see from these measurements we made. Here is a condition 
when the reference wind is similar but the profiles are much different.  Note more 
shear at night (du/dz) with stable stratification. We will explain why in the following 
slides and theory
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Monin Obukhov similarity theory is the foundation for studying the effects of stabilty
on wind.  We introduce the non dimensional phi flunction which is a function of z 
over L, where L is the Scale length
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Slight change with tall vegetation
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Monin and Obukhov developed the widely used similarity theory to describe wind 
profiles over vegetation for different thermal stratification.  Phi is non dimensional
wind shear. L is the MO length scale, a function of heat flux, gravity and friction 
velocity
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Definition of L
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Functional dependence of Phi with z/L.  Pay attention to values and limits.
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Know these limits
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Real data and functional forms
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Functional values for application…’Micrometeorologists are like Dorothy in the 
Wizard of Oz..they always want to go back to Kansas’..attributed to David 
Fitzjarrald, SUNY-Albany
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Background on dimensionless theory
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Another way to think about z/L is via the budget for turbulent kinetic energy
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Integrated form of log wind law..
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Km is the eddy exchange coefficient for momentum; Kh is the eddy exchange 
coefficient for heat, k  is von Karman’s constant, u* is friction velocity
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Here are computations I made with a Lagrangian transport model.  Heat (Kh) and 
water (Kw) sources are co-located in the upper vegetation so these Ks are similar. 
CO2 exchange is bidirectional with a sink co-located with Kh and Kw, but also with a 
source at the ground.   This causes Kc < Kw~Kh
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P is pressure, theta is potential temperature, c is concentration, w is vertical velocity
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